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Thanks to more than 10 years of experience leading a team of local specialists originally
called Veronality, we became a worthy business partner touring the North Italy: Venice,
Verona, Milan, Turin, Lake Garda and Dolomites. We live locally designing experiences to
go beyond our guests’ expectations

HERE IS WAYS
We are the In-Destination Management Company of northern Italy
providing a wide range of services including day touring, activities,
transportation & local experiences. We are your business on the
ground, we are there when you need us and out of the sight when
you don’t want

By providing every experience with our in-house team we can guarantee the high quality of every service



IT'S ABOUT EXPERIENCE
RESPONSIBLY
We feel the responsibility of being part of a
community. This is very important for us not
only to involve you in our present, but also
as an essential element to support and
develop for a sustainable future
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for sustainable
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footprint

Download latest annual report  ↓
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WAYS STANDARDS

Ways is a team of selected local
guides and tour leaders that
personally design, create and provide
curated itineraries for 5-star
experiences with daily departure.

With Ways you can afford to live an
authentic travel experience even
respecting the containment rules of
the Covid-19. We can guarantee high
levels of safety and hygiene during
the tour or experience.

We ask guests to arrive at the
meeting point at least 10 minutes in
advance. In case of delay the
emergency phone number is:
+39 327 4674 179

HEALTH & SAFETY MEASURES

GENERAL INFORMATION

Pre-packaged private multiday tours to
discover the best of northern Italy, starting
from Venice, Verona, Milan and Turin. Local
experts at your disposal for 5-star local
experiences.

Ways can help your travelers exploring more
than a touristic way, we can open doors to a
world of possibilities for high touch cultural
experiences

Read more

Ways guarantee full refund for
cancellations received within 7 days
for private group tour.

CANCELLATION POLICY

Read more
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https://waystours.com/health-safety/
https://waystours.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/CANCELLATION-POLICY-WAYS.pdf


SMART
escorted tour

premium
FULLY GUIDED tour

SMART TOURS

Good balance between guided tours and free time at leisure to explore the
cities. These tours include small-group activities and city center
accommodations. Arrival and departure transfer are included.

PREMIUM TOURS

Fully guided tours with a true local for a better inclusive experience in the
local life. These solutions include private tours and activities, countryside and
charme accommodations. For sure every transportation are included, also
arrival and departure transfers.

Waystours ©
Verona, Castel San Pietro



Verona and VALPOLICELLA FOOD & WINE tour

Discover the excellences of Verona and its rich territory in a fully guided four days holiday. Every day a local expert
will lead you to discover different aspects of Verona, known for Amarone, Valpolicella and Soave wines, for Risotto
and Tortellini and for the high quality cheese production. From the most traditional botteghe in the heart of the city
center to the enchanting valley of Amarone wine, passing by a cozy cooking school, this holiday will offer you a
complete and tasty overview on the gourmet food and the incredible wine of Verona. Feel like at home cooking
ancient recipes with a local Chef, entering a family run Osteria or meeting the winemakers and discussing
Valpolicella and Amarone wine production.

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station or at the airport for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon
you’ll get the first introduction to the city and to your holiday plan.. but not before having an Aperitivo. This is the first rule of your Veronese vacation: remember that’s
always Aperitivo time! After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to explore the city and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested by
your local expert.

Day 2
A quick coffee on the way just to wake up (or a complete hotel breakfast, up to you, but remember to save some space) and you’ll be ready for the highlight of your day:
Verona food and wine walking tour. Follow your local foodie and just like a real local, start your day drinking an authentic Italian espresso and a local “Risino” dessert.
Afterwards, you'll stop in one of the most traditional "Osterie" of the city, where you will savor some local products, such as Soppressa (a type of salami), Monte Veronese
cheese and the famous cicchetti from Verona. During the next step you’ll enjoy a traditional dish and discover some local traditions. Continue your visit discovering traditional
local wines, such as the Valpolicella red wine, or the white wines like Soave or Lugana. After the Food and Wine tour there’s no need to have lunch for sure, so enjoy the free
time to explore the most beautiful corners of the city of Romeo and Julliet and relax in the shade of the majestic Arena. The dinner will be at leisure.. maybe you can practice
the information learned during the morning tour, selecting the best local dishes and dabble in some wine pairing. We suggest a night stroll in the streets of the city of love for
the beautiful atmosphere and for getting ready for the food and wine experiences of the next day.

Day 3
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, you will be ready for an immersive day discovering the secrets and traditions of Veronese food. This time you’ll cook your
own lunch with an exceptional teacher: meet the local Chef at La Soffitta cooking school and deepen into the roots of the traditional cuisine. A hand-on cooking experience
to prepare three local dishes: fresh pasta, Risotto and a typical dessert, all paired with some good local wine. Just a sip of it to prepare your mouth for the real wine
experience coming next. Meet the wine expert and head to Valpolicella, the Amarone region. You will visit two different wineries and you will discover everything about this
amazing world. You will meet local producers who will be pleased to guide you through the vineyards and show you the cellar and the barrels. After the visit you’ll enjoy the
tasting sessions paired with local products. You’ll enjoy Amarone, Valpolicella blend and some indigenous varieties locally produced. Once back in the hotel, the dinner will be
at leisure and do not forget to ask your guide for some advice, in the city there are a lot of interesting places offering high quality local wines.

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and a reinvigorating stoll to end this immersive holiday in Verona. You can have the last look at the Arena or take some time for a romantic walk
to the panoramic Castel San Pietro and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver for a transfer back to the station or airport.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Verona, Boutique Hotel Indigo

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Verona city center
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Verona train station and/or airport  

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 1 cooking class with
lunch; 1 italian aperitivo; Verona food & wine walking tour; Amarone wine
trail tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.390 €

1.290 €

1.250 €

1.190 €

From the most traditional botteghe in the
heart of the city center to the enchanting
valley of Amarone wine

price per person based on double occupancy

VERONA AND VALPOLICELLA FOOD & W
INE TOUR



Verona and lake Garda tour

Do not miss the chance to visit the romantic city of Verona and the stunning Lake Garda on a four day immersive
holiday to discover the beautiful hidden pearls of the Veneto region. During this full guided vacation you will
explore Verona city admiring the enchanting squares, the elegant streets, the majestic Arena and the romantic
balcony of Romeo and Juliet. Relax and enjoy this beautiful territory and discover Lake Garda, the biggest lake of
Italy, known for crystal waters and the picturesque hamlets. The most famous one is Sirmione, a breathtaking
medieval village where you’ll admire the beautiful castle, the thermal waters, the beautiful villas (such as the one
where Maria Callas, the opera singer, lived) and enjoy a boat tour of the peninsula. These four days will be an
amazing experience to know new places and visit fabulous squares, ancient monuments, see breathtaking
panoramic views and enjoy unmissable Italian food. 

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station or at the airport for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon
you’ll get the first introduction to the city and to your holiday plan.. but not before having an Aperitivo. This is the first rule of your Italian vacation: remember that’s always
Aperitivo time! After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to explore the city and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested. 

Day 2
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, get ready for the first highlight of your holiday: explore Verona city with a local guide. Discover the lanes, streets, squares of
the city, stopping to admire the most important monuments. See the medieval Castelvecchio and Scaligero Bridge, the Gavi's arch and learn about the ancient Roman past of
the city. Pass by Porta Borsari and stroll along one of the most beautiful streets of Verona until the famous Piazza delle Erbe, the ancient Roman forum. Here you'll admire the
frescoes of the elegant palaces and the beautiful Torre dei Lamberti. On the shade of the tower there's a beautiful square: Piazza dei Signori, where you'll see the famous
statue of Dante Alighieri, world-famous Italian poet. Listen to legends and tales about Romeo and Juliet and see the romantic balcony. With the guide you'll get in touch with
Veronese culture and traditions and discover the value of this charming city. Finally reach the Arena for a 30 minutes express tour. Explore the great Roman amphitheater of
Verona, enter with your priority ticket and listen to the local expert telling you about Arena construction, its current and ancient use, and the historical legends behind it. Your
local expert will suggest some nice places for lunch so you have the chance to discover the delicious Veronese cuisine. In the afternoon you can join a tour in the city or in
Valpolicella region (Verona Osterias food and bike tour, Amarone wine tour etc), don’t hesitate to ask to your local host for more information o you can relax in the city
center, maybe visiting Castel San Pietro and enjoying a glass of wine while admiring the panoramic view on the city. Dinner at leisure.

Day 3
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with a typical Cappuccino and a Croissant you’ll be ready for an excursion to Lake Garda! Depart from Verona in the morning and reach
the beautiful Sirmione. Once arrived, the lake will be waiting for you: you'll enjoy a pleasant boat tour around Sirmione peninsula to admire the beautiful and elegant villas,
the landscape and a part of the Grotte di Catullo made of an ancient Roman villa at the head of the village. After this refreshing moment you'll start exploring the village
discovering the most fascinating corners walking through the cobblestone lanes. Your guide will tell you all about the history and local culture of this peninsula town. Delve
into the history of the village and feel like living in the past by walking through the charming streets and the "botteghe". After the visit you'll have some free time to go
shopping or relax by the lake. Sirmione is also famous for the amazing Gelato, so don’t miss it! Return to Verona in time for lunch (at leisure) and relax in the shade of the
beautiful Arena. You can spend the afternoon shopping in the streets of the city or joining a guided experience or a yummy cooking class! You’ll then taste a traditional dinner
in the city following your host’s suggestion (at leisure). Have you ever tried Bigoli or Amarone risotto?

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the heart of Verona are the end of this immersive holiday. You can have the last look at Piazza Erbe or take some time for a
visit to some churches (San Zeno church suggested) and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver for a transfer back to the station or airport.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Verona, Boutique Hotel Indigo

Details
Departure dates: customizable from April to October
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Verona city center
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Verona train station and/or airport  

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 1 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Verona walking tour; Lake Garda Tour; Sirmione Tour (including
boat tour); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.390 €

1.290 €

1.250 €

1.190 €

Amazing experience through fabulous
squares, ancient monuments, breathtaking
panoramic views

price per person based on double occupancy

Verona and lake Garda tour



laKE GARDA TOUR

A charming land of history, picturesque hamlets, stunning landscapes and clear waters. This is Lake Garda. The
biggest lake of Italy has hundreds of amazing places to explore: from the breathtaking mountains all around the
coasts; medieval hamlets like Sirmione; clear waters, ideal for swimming, relaxing and for many sports. Enjoy this
four days escape and admire the best of this beautiful territory: from the iconic streets of Bardolino to the beautiful
Amarone wine region. A fully escorted vacation to relax and discover Lake Garda.

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station or at the airport for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon
with your local host you’ll get the first introduction to the area and to your holiday plan.. but not before having a glass of Bardolino wine. After the meeting you will have the
evening at leisure to explore the village of Bardolino and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested.

Day 2
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, get ready for the first highlight of your holiday: discover Valpolicella and Amarone wine region. Meet the wine expert in
Bardolino, explore the Valpolicella valleys and taste local wines like the famous Ripasso and Amarone in two traditional wineries of the region. During this experience your
local expert will tell you about the local wines and the Valpolicella territory, stopping along the way to admire local vineyards and the beautiful hilly landscape. First stop is a
visit to a selected and family-run winery located in the heart of Valpolicella. Here, the winemaker will show you the wine cellar, the vineyards and tell you the secrets of the
production. Then, you will enjoy a wine tasting, including the great Amarone, paired with some local products. After taking some stunning pictures of the hills and vineyards
you will depart to reach the second winery, where you will have more tastings and compare the perfumes of the wines. Here, the winemaker will welcome you telling the
story of the family-run business and its value for the territory. The producer will show you the barrels, the drying process and the vineyards that create the unique and world-
famous Valpolicella wines. You will enjoy a second wine tasting session before going back to Bardolino.After the tour you can relax by the beach and enjoy the stunning
sunset on Lake Garda. After diving into the lake and a nice Aperitivo you can have dinner at leisure and enjoy the lively evening of Bardolino.

Day 3
After a cappuccino and croissant with a lake view, you’ll be ready to start your day. Meet your local guide at the hotel and head to Sirmione, the Pearl of Lake Garda. Once
arrived, the lake will be waiting for you: you'll enjoy a pleasant boat tour around Sirmione peninsula to admire the beautiful and elegant villas, the landscape and a part of the
Grotte di Catullo made of an ancient Roman villa at the head of the village. After this relaxing and refreshing moment you'll start exploring the village with your local expert
that will show you the most fascinating corners walking through the cobblestone lanes and will tell you all about the history and local culture of this peninsula town. After the
visit to Sirmione, you’ll be ready for a very local experience. Not far from Lake Garda there is a magic place where dozens of ladies produce every day handmade fresh pasta,
the “ Tortellini di Valeggio''. This is a local and artisanal production, famous all around the North of Italy for its quality. Here a tasting lunch, including the famous tortellini, is
waiting for you! After lunch you’ll visit a special place, a “borgo” that won the nomination for one of the most beautiful villages in Italy (“borghi più belli d’Italia). This is
Borghetto sul Mincio, a fairytale place with mills and ancient buildings. Here, there’s nothing better than strolling through the tiny lanes with a delicious gelato. After this
refreshing walk you’ll be ready to enter the Lugana wine region. This pristine place is the heart of an incredible white wine production that takes its unique characteristics
from the special soil. Meet the local producer and discover the flavors of this unique wine production during a complete tasting session before going back to Bardolino.

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last walk to say goodbye to Lake Garda and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver for a transfer back to the station or
airport.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Bardolino, Caesius Hotel Thermae & Spa

Details
Departure dates: customizable from April to October
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Bardolino, lake Garda
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Verona train station and/or airport  

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Amarone and Valpolicella wine tour (2 wineries and tastings);
Borghetto and Sirmione tour (including boat tour); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.390 €

1.290 €

1.250 €

1.190 €

A charming land of history, picturesque
hamlets, stunning landscapes and clear
waters

price per person based on double occupancy

LAKE GARDA TOUR



VENICE AND PROSECCO FOOD & WINE TOUR

Venice is a daydream and the Prosecco wine region is its eden. Such a great beauty in just a few days: an immersive
holiday full of wonders for your eyes and delights for your palate. From the golden mosaics of Saint Mark’s Basilica
to the UNESCO landscape of the Prosecco hills, passing through little picturesque canals, the traditional bacari and
hidden gems, this vacation will give you a taste of the Best of Venice in just four days.

Day 1
Meet the private boatman at the train station for the water taxi transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon
you’ll get the first introduction to the city and to your holiday plan.. but not before having an Aperitivo with typical Spritz and cicchetti in a Venetian bacaro. After the
meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to explore the city and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested.

Day 2
A quick coffee on the way just to wake up (or a complete hotel breakfast, up to you, but remember to save some space) and you’ll be ready for the first highlight of your day:
Venice food and wine walking tour. Follow your local foodie and start your day in the right way drinking an authentic Italian espresso with some local pastry. After this Italian
ritual you’ll be ready to visit the most traditional market of Venice. The fish and vegetable market near Rialto. Next is a Venetian “ombra” aperitif waiting for you. You'll stop in
one of the most traditional "Bacaro" of the city, where you will savor a traditional “ombra de vin” (a typical glass of wine) while tasting some local products. The next step will
make your mouth water: try the original Venetian “cicchetti”, a delight for your palate. Finally, stop in an historical Gelateria to taste a yummy artisanal Gelato to refresh your
mouth. At the end of the tour you’ll enjoy some free time to reach the guide for the second part of the day: visit Doge’s palace and Saint Mark’s basilica. Doge's palace is a
stunning building embellished by the most famous Italian artists of 1500. Masterpieces of Italian painters such as Tintoretto, Tiziano and Veronese are preserved in this place.
Continue the tour visiting Saint Mark’s basilica, a beautiful cathedral built during a thousand years that preserves an invaluable treasure made of golden mosaics, masterpieces
of Venetian artisans. Finally, reach St.Mark museum and the panoramic terrace to admire the amazing view on Saint Mark's square. Dinner is at leisure.

Day 3
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with a typical Cappuccino and a Croissant you’ll be ready for the day exploring the Prosecco wine region. Meet your wine expert in Venice
and start this relaxing experience in the countryside. During the journey the local guide will tell you everything about the wines and the Prosecco valley. Along the way you'll
see local Prosecco grapes, luxuriant and fascinating vineyards and the beautiful hills that are part of the UNESCO patrimony.
Enter the Prosecco valley and reach the first traditional winery. To complete the experience, during the tasting, you'll also enjoy a light lunch with typical and seasonal
products of the area. After taking some beautiful pictures of the hills and vineyards you will depart to see the second winery where you will meet the producer who will tell
you about the Charmat method to create the Prosecco and learn about the history of this famous and fruity wine. After the visit, enjoy a second wine tasting session and
compare the aromas of the wines. Return to Venice after a memorable day in the UNESCO Prosecco region and enjoy the evening at leisure, maybe having dinner in the
center at a local bacaro tasting other local wines like Malvasia or Soave.

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the heart of Venice are the end of this immersive holiday. You can have the last look at Piazza San Marco or take some time
for a visit to Gallerie dell’Accademia or La Fenice opera theater and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your boatman again for a transfer back to the station.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Venice, Ca' Nigrà Resort & Spa

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Venice
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Venice train station

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Venice food tour; Doge's Palace guided tour, Saint Mark's Basilica
guided tour, Prosecco wine tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.590 €

1.490 €

1.450 €

1.390 €

Venice is a daydream and
the Prosecco wine region is its eden.

price per person based on double occupancy

VENICE AND PROSECCO FOOD & W
INE TOUR



MILAN AND LANGHE WINE TOUR

Milan is a unique city brimming with life and opportunities that boasts incredible attractions. To discover this
stunning city, its history and its international soul there’s nothing better than a four days holiday with a day
excursion to the world famous Langhe, the Barolo wine region, a couple of hours from the city of fashion. Discover
the most iconic places like Duomo and Last Supper, the most beautiful squares, the authentic and modern soul of
the city and the amazing UNESCO landscape of Barolo region in just a four days vacation.

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon you’ll get the first
introduction to the city and to your holiday plan.. but not before having an authentic Milanese Aperitivo with typical Campari and finger food. In Milan the Aperitif is a real
everyday ritual that you can’t miss!. After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to explore the city and have dinner in one of the restaurants
suggested.

Day 2
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with a typical Cappuccino and a Croissant you’ll be ready for an immersive guided tour to explore the best of Milan in just one day. The
first stop is one of the most authentic places in Milan: Navigli. Stroll around the beautiful streets of Milan to reach the heart of the city where you’ll admire Castello Sforzesco
and Parco Sempione. Then, follow your local guide until Piazza Mercanti, an authentic hidden gem just a few steps from the Duomo. This experience has not come to an end
yet! The Scala Opera House, Temple of Opera, and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, an opulent shopping mall topped with vaulted glass and iron arcades, are the next stops
of the tour. After a brief break, the tour will continue visiting the beautiful gothic Duomo Cathedral, a true architectural wonder. Follow your guide and discover the perfect
balance of naves, columns, and stained-glass windows: the interior decoration took more than 5 centuries to complete. After visiting the interiors, climb up to the rooftop
terraces (by lift) and enjoy the breathtaking view of Piazza Duomo and of the whole city from above. End your tour on a high note, skip the long line and prepare yourself for
an incredible encounter with one of the most beautiful and iconic Leonardo’s works of art: Last Supper. Admiring this unique masterpiece is for sure a lifetime experience not
just for the importance and fame of this mural painting but because it’s extremely delicate and the conservation is difficult. This is one of the reasons why the visit to the
mural painting lasts around 15 minutes, enough to admire the details of this incredible work of art and to take some memorable pictures (no flash allowed). After the tour
you’ll enjoy the evening at leisure to explore the city under the moonlight. Dinner at leisure. 

Day 3
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, get ready for the highlight of your day: visit the Langhe wine region and taste the incredible Barolo wine. Meet the wine
expert in Milan and leave the city behind to delve into the magic world of the King of the Wine: Barolo. After a while you’ll notice the landscape changing and you’ll
understand that you’re approaching the charming Barolo region. Pass through hilly landscapes and beautiful valleys changing color seasonally, and head to the first winery.
The first stop will be near La Morra or Barolo to see a family run winery where you’ll enjoy a guided tour of the cellar and vineyard and a wine tasting session paired with local
and traditional products of the area. You’ll discover the amazing flavors of these unique wines and the local expert will tell you about the noble tradition of Barolo and
Nebbiolo wine making. This incredible territory is directly connected to the history of Italy and of its royal family. After this first experience you’ll head to the second winery.
Here you’ll meet the winemaker and you’ll understand the importance of the soil and of the techniques to create the Barolo. After this second visit you’ll relax in the
countryside and enjoy a wine tasting session before going back to the city. After this day tour you can relax at the hotel and enjoy dinner in the magic city center (at leisure). 

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the heart of Milan are the end of this immersive holiday. You can have the last look at Duomo or take some time for a visit to
Quadrilatero della Moda for shopping and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver again for a transfer back to the station.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Milan, Hotel Manin

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Milan
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Milan train station

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Milan walking tour; Duomo guided tour, Last Supper guided tour,
Langhe and Barolo wine tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.590 €

1.490 €

1.450 €

1.390 €

The authentic and modern soul of the city
and the amazing landscape of Barolo.

price per person based on double occupancy

MILAN AND LANGHE W
INE TOUR



turin AND LANGHE WINE TOUR

Over the centuries Turin has been the protagonist of many novels and poems emphasizing its breathtaking beauty
and elegance. Discover the two souls of the city and its gems during a four days vacation. Explore the city center,
see the Royal Palace, the ancient residence of Savoia Family, the kings of Italy and discover one of the biggest and
most beautiful Egyptian collections in the world famous Egyptian Museum. This incredible city is known not only
for the art, architecture and incredible collections but also for being the capital of Piedmont, the land of incredible
food and world-famous Barolo wines. Discover all the best that this city has to offer during a fully escorted holiday
with local experts. 

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In the late afternoon you’ll get the first
introduction to the city and to your holiday plan but not before having a taste of the delicious food and wines that the Piedmont region has to offer. A local Aperitivo in the
traditional Piola (ancient bar) and some finger food is the best way to start your vacation. After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to
explore the city and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested. 

Day 2
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with the typical pastry and a good Italian coffee you’ll be ready for an immersive guided tour to explore the best of Turin. Delve into the
history and culture of the wonderful Turin. Your first stop will be Piazza San Carlo: discover the history and the so-called “drawing room” of the city and look at the equestrian
monument of Emanuele Filiberto of Savoia. Continue your visit reaching Piazza Carignano and admire some of the most beautiful historical buildings, declared UNESCO
World heritage since 1997. Later, after a relaxing stroll, you will arrive in Piazza Castello, the real heart of Turin, to learn more about the main monuments of the city, such as
the Royal Palace, Palazzo Madama and San Lorenzo Church. Your guide will take you on a journey from the past to the present. You’ll learn why the city is so important
nowadays and its industrial development thanks to FIAT, the Italian automobile industry that is now part of the popular soul of the city. End your tour on a high note and see
the magnificent Mole Antonelliana, the true symbol of the city. After a brief break for some free time and lunch at leisure, enter the Royal palace, a beautiful and elegant
building, a real celebration of luxury, gold and jewels that embellish the baroque halls. Visit the amazing throne room, a brilliant example of the Italian baroque style. Continue
the visit reaching the Egyptian Museum and delve into the Egyptian culture admiring real mummies, sarcophagus and different and interesting findings (in the museum are
preserved more than 40.000). End this immersive experience with dinner (at leisure) in the city center to discover the delicious food and wine of the Piedmont region: Alba
white or black truffle, nuts, Vitello tonnato, Chocolate and.. Barolo, the king of wines. Just a sip of it, because you’ll pass the second day exploring Langhe, the birthplace of
Barolo wines. 

Day 3
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, get ready for the highlight of your day: visit the Langhe wine region and taste the incredible Barolo wine. Meet the wine
expert in Turin and leave the city behind to delve into the magic world of the King of the Wine: Barolo. After a while you’ll notice the landscape changing and you’ll
understand that you’re approaching the charming Barolo region. Pass through hilly landscapes and beautiful valleys changing color seasonally, and head to the first winery.
The first stop will be near La Morra or Barolo to see a family run winery where you’ll enjoy a guided tour of the cellar and vineyard and a wine tasting session paired with local
and traditional products of the area. You’ll discover the amazing flavors of these unique wines and the local expert will tell you about the noble tradition of Barolo and
Nebbiolo wine making. This incredible territory is directly connected to the history of Italy and of its royal family. Stop for lunch in a selected restartuant to taste the typical
tajarin and the regional products and after lunch you’ll head to the second winery. Here you’ll meet the winemaker and you’ll understand the importance of the soil and of the
techniques to create the Barolo. After this second visit you’ll relax in the countryside and enjoy a wine tasting session before going back to the city. After this day tour you
can relax at the hotel and enjoy the evening strolling in Turin center, under the moonlight. Dinner at leisure. 

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the heart of Turin are the end of this immersive holiday. You can have the last look at Mole Antonelliana or take some time
for shopping and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver again for a transfer back to the station.

4 Days / 3 nights

SMART
escorted tour



Turin, Hotel Victoria & Spa

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Turin
Hotel: 3/4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Turin train station and/or airport

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accomodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Turin walking tour; Royal Palace guided tour, Egyptian Museum
guided tour, Langhe and Barolo private wine tour (2 wineries and tastings);
Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1.590 €

1.490 €

1.450 €

1.390 €

Two souls of the city, the land of incredible
food and world-famous Barolo wines.

price per person based on double occupancy

TURIN AND LANGHE W
INE TOUR



VALPOLICELLA AND AMARONE WINE TOUR

An immersive vacation for wine lovers. That’s the essence of your holiday in the Veneto region, discovering
Valpolicella wines, the incredible Amarone and the distinctive notes of Soave white wine. Discover the luxuriant
vine-draped hills changing color seasonally and enjoy the fine red wines with unmistakable aromas, proof of the
passion and dedication that characterize local tradition. Explore the authentic flavors of local delicacies and enjoy
the food and wine culture of this incredible area during a four days escorted vacation.

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station or at the airport for the transfer to the hotel in Valpolicella wine region. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected
accommodation. In the late afternoon you’ll get the first introduction to the city and to your holiday plan but not before having a glass of wine. This is the first rule of your
Veronese vacation: remember that’s always Aperitivo time! After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to explore the city and have dinner in
one of the restaurants suggested by your local expert. 

Day 2
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with the typical pastry and a good Italian coffee you’ll be ready for an immersive tour to discover the Amarone wine region. Discover the
Valpolicella, Reign of Wine, and the stunning locations where tradition and innovation merge into the creation of unique wines. Visit two traditional wineries, which will be
selected by your local expert guide according to your interests and curiosities. Discover the family run businesses and how wines are produced. First you’ll visit a fascinating
and family-run winery located in the heart of Valpolicella. Here, the winemaker will show you the wine cellar, tell you the secrets of the production and you'll see where the
wine is kept. Then, you will enjoy a wine tasting, including the great Amarone, paired with some local products. After this first wine experience the tour will continue enjoying
a traditional lunch in a selected trattoria with homemade dishes and local products. After lunch you’ll reach the second winery in a different part of Valpolicella where the
owner will tell you more about the family traditions and show you the barrels, the drying process and the vineyards that create the unique and world-famous Valpolicella
wines. After a pleasant walk through the vineyards you’ll enjoy a second wine tasting session to discover the aromas coming from a unique soil. Finally, you’ll understand why
Verona is the wine capital of Italy: an incredible territory made of small and high quality winemakers who produce an amazing product with passion. Return to the hotel to
enjoy the evening and the fresh breeze of the countryside. Dinner at leisure.

Day 3
The third day is dedicated to wine, but in a different area. The authentic atmosphere of Soave countryside produces a unique wine coming from a volcanic soil: Soave
classico, white wine. Meet the local expert and head to the Soave valley where you’ll stop for a visit to the vineyards and to a local producer. Visit the first winery, meet the
winemaker and discover the characteristics of Garganega grapes that make the unique Soave wine. After a visit, you’ll enjoy a wine tasting to discover the flavors and aromas
of this unique wine made with different methods: sparkling, still or sweet Recioto. After this first wine experience the tour will continue enjoying a traditional lunch in a
selected trattoria with homemade dishes and local products. After lunch you’ll reach the second winery in the nearby valleys to discover more about the local production
characterized by Soave wines and Valpolicella grapes. Visit the vineyards and have a second tasting session paired with local products. After the tour, return to the hotel and
enjoy the evening in the countryside. Dinner at leisure.

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the vineyard to end this immersive wine holiday. After collecting the luggage you’ll meet your driver again for a transfer back
to the station.

4 Days / 3 nights

premium
FULLY GUIDED tour



Valpolicella, Villa Quaranta Wine Hotel & Spa

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Valpolicella
Hotel: 4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Verona train station and/or airport

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accommodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Private Amarone full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Private
Valpolicella and Soave full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge
service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

2.190 €

1.790 €

1.650 €

1.550 €

Valpolicella and Verona,
the great wine capital of Italy.

price per person based on double occupancy

VALPOLICELLA AND AMARONE W
INE TOUR



PROSECCO HILLS WINE TOUR

The keyword of this amazing experience is bollicine (bubbles)! We are definitely talking about Prosecco Wine,
which is perfect during every season and occasion, during an aperitivo, for a toast or a night with friends. This is a
fully escorted holiday in which you will have the chance to discover an idyllic place made of enchanting vineyards,
as beautiful as Italian gardens, breathtaking landscapes, delicious local products and hidden gems like the village of
Asolo or small family run Prosecco producers. 

Day 1
Meet the private driver at the train station for a transfer to the hotel in the heart of Prosecco wine region. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation. In
the late afternoon you’ll get the first introduction to your holiday plan but not before having a glass of Prosecco wine with some delicious local products. After the meeting
with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to relax and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested. 

Day 2
A delicious Italian breakfast and you’ll be ready for the first highlight of your day: a full day exploring Prosecco vineyards! During the journey the local guide will tell you
everything about the wines and the Prosecco valley. Along the way you'll see local Prosecco grapes, luxuriant and fascinating vineyards and the beautiful hills that are part of
the UNESCO patrimony.Delve into the Prosecco valley and reach the first traditional winery. Here, the winemaker will tell you about the story of the family-run production
and, during a tasting session, you'll discover the fresh and elegant flavors of this wine. To complete the experience, during the tasting, you'll also enjoy a traditional lunch with
typical and seasonal products of the area. After taking some beautiful pictures of the hills and vineyards you will depart to see the second winery where you will meet the
producer who will tell you about the Charmat method to create the Prosecco and learn about the history of this famous and fruity wine. See the cellar, the steel vats and the
vineyards. After the visit, enjoy a second wine tasting session and compare the aromas of the wines. After this second tasting you’ll go back to your accommodation to enjoy
the evening and relax in the countryside. Dinner at leisure.

Day 3
After a nice breakfast at the hotel with a typical Cappuccino and a Croissant you’ll be ready for a further exploration of Prosecco hills. Meet your local guide at the hotel and
get ready for a relaxing tour through luxuriant vineyards, DOCG Prosecco wine, local delights and the breathtaking Asolo, a fascinating medieval hamlet in the heart of the
wine region. First, reach the Valdobbiadene area where you’ll visit the first traditional winery. Here, the winemaker will tell you about the story of the family-run production
and, during a tasting session, you'll discover the fresh and elegant flavors of this wine. You’ll have the opportunity to discover the two main areas of the Docg Prosecco
production: the day before, the Conegliano valley and today the Valdobbiadene hills. After taking some beautiful pictures of the hills and vineyards you will head to Asolo, a
beautiful little village in the heart of Prosecco territory. This is a very relaxing place and it was called “The City of a Hundred Horizons” for the beautiful mountain setting.
After a relaxing stroll, you’ll reach the selected “osteria” to enjoy a traditional lunch. After this relaxing stop in Asolo, you head to the second winery in the Colli Asolani
Prosecco DOCG area where you will meet the producer who will tell you more about the Charmat method to create the Prosecco and learn about the history of this famous
wine. See the cellar, the steel vats and the vineyards. After the visit, enjoy a wine tasting session and compare the aromas of the wines. Delve into the UNESCO Prosecco
landscape one more time before going back to your accommodation. Enjoy the evening at leisure. Dinner is at leisure. 

Day 4
A relaxing morning breakfast and the last stoll in the heart of Venice are the end of this immersive holiday. You can have the last look at Piazza San Marco or take some time
for a visit to Gallerie dell’Accademia or La Fenice opera theater and then, after collecting the luggage you’ll meet your boatman again for a transfer back to the station.

4 Days / 3 nights

premium
FULLY GUIDED tour



Treviso, Villa Soligo Charming Hotel

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Prosecco hills, Treviso
Hotel: 4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Venice train station

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accommodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 light lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Private Prosecco full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Private
Asolo and Prosecco full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

2.190 €

1.790 €

1.650 €

1.550 €

The keyword of this amazing experience 
is bollicine (bubbles)!

price per person based on double occupancy

PROSECCO HILLS W
INE TOUR



BAROLO AND LANGHE WINE TOUR

Have you ever tasted the “King of the wines” in Langhe region? If your answer is no, it means that this is the right
time to do that. If the answer is yes, that's your chance to discover everything about this incredible wine and the
UNESCO territory. This is a complete holiday dedicated to wine lovers: four days in Langhe region, one of the most
famous and beautiful wine regions of the world. Discover Barolo and the expressions of Nebbiolo grapes,
Barbaresco and the beautiful wine cellars and some interesting local DOCG wines like Roero, Arneis or Moscato. A
fully escorted four days where you’ll just relax and enjoy a memorable holiday, we take care of transport,
accommodation and much more. 

Day 1
Meet the private driver at Milan train station and with a private transfer reach the Langhe area in the beautiful Piedmont region. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected
accommodation. In the late afternoon you’ll meet your local host and have the first introduction to the territory and to your holiday plan but not before tasting a glass of local
wine, after all you’re in a wine region! After the meeting with your local host you will have the evening at leisure to relax and have dinner in one of the restaurants suggested
in the area. 

Day 2
After a traditional Italian breakfast at your hotel, get ready for the highlight of your day: a wine tour in the Barolo region. First reach Barolo, the famous village where the
wine comes from. A brief stroll through the narrow lanes and reach the first selected winery. Discover the Nebbiolo grapes and how much this variety changes depending on
the soil. See barrels and the vineyards and enjoy a wine tasting session to discover the flavors of this incredible wine. Stop for a light lunch in the center and taste the local
products such as tajarin or vitello tonnato.  Head to the second vineyard to meet the winemaker and have a further exploration of the Barolo wine. You’ll visit the production
and you discover the two schools of Barolo making: traditional and modern. After the second visit you’ll reach a panoramic view with your local guide to admire the UNESCO
landscape. After this one day experience you’ll return to your hotel to relax and enjoy the dinner (at leisure).

Day 3
If Barolo is the king of wines, Barbaresco is the queen. The reason for this name is the elegant soul of this local interpretation of Nebbiolo grapes, the same that created
Barolo. After an Italian breakfast you’ll head to Barbaresco, a beautiful picturesque village known for the wine and for the beautiful tower in the center After a brief walk
you’ll reach the fist winery where you’ll enjoy a winery visit with the owner and a wine tasting session so you can have a precise idea of the complexity of this wine. After this
first stop you’ll reach Neive for a traditional light lunch with local dishes before going to the second winery for a guided visit and a second wine tasting session so you can
compare the different flavors and have a complete wine experience. After this full day in the Barbaresco region you’ll return to your hotel to relax. Dinner at leisure.

Day 4
After a relaxing morning enjoying the beautiful landscape, your private transfer will take you back to Milan. 

4 Days / 3 nights

premium
FULLY GUIDED tour



Langhe, La Morra, Arborina Relais

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Langhe
Hotel: 4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Milan train station

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accommodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 light lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Private Barolo full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Private
Barbaresco full-day tour (2 wineries and tastings); Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

2.390 €

1.850 €

1.690 €

1.590 €

That's your chance to discover everything
about this incredible wine, Barolo.

price per person based on double occupancy

BAROLO AND LANGHE W
INE TOUR



DOLOMITES MOUNTAINs AND LAKES TOUR

If you are passionate about the beauties of nature and you love taking pictures of it, there is no better place than
the Dolomites. Breathtaking panoramic views, enchanting lakes, magic villages, fresh clean air, relaxing time,
amazing food …what else? This adventure will last for four days and it will take you to the discovery of the best
places of the Dolomites with the help of a tour guide following you for the entire experience. You will just need to
reach Venice and we will think about the rest. Cortina D’Ampezzo, also known as the hidden gem of the Dolomites,
Tre Cime di Lavaredo, Braies Lake, Cinque Torri and San Candido are just some of the fascinating places you will
visit during these days. You will be surrounded by nature where you can relax and taste the local food like Strudel
or Speck. 

Day 1
Meet the private driver in Venice train station for the transfer to the hotel. Get comfortable and check-in at the selected accommodation near Cortina. Soon after the check
in, the guide will wait for you to taste an Italian Aperitivo, a great opportunity to see the plan for the next few days. After this relaxing beginning you’ll enjoy dinner at leisure
in Cortina. 

Day 2
After a traditional Italian breakfast, the day excursion to discover the Lavaredo Tre Cime can officially start. This is one of the best known alpinism destinations in the world.
You will have the time for a relaxing panoramic walk and the view is worth the climb (easy level). The Tre Cime di Lavaredo is a natural wonder and the symbol of UNESCO
Dolomites in the world. We will stop for lunch in a typical mountain restaurant called Rifugio and after a very traditional meal with polenta, mushrooms, meat, cheese and
Apfelstrudel we’ll reach the crystal waters of Misurina Lake. A pleasant stroll to enjoy the sun and the fresh mountain breeze before going back to the hotel. Dinner at
leisure, don’t hesitate to ask your local guide for some suggestions. 

Day 3
A good Cappuccino and a couple of slices of Apfelstrudel and you’ll be ready for the amazing excursion to the most beautiful lakes of the Dolomites. Lago di Braies is
definitely an unmissable destination. Blue and green waters reflect the Croda Rossa mountain. Dreamy. If you wish, you will also have a relaxing boat tour enjoying the sun
and the breeze or have a pleasant walk around the lake. You will then reach the village of San Candido for lunch and to taste traditional local dishes like Knodeln or Mountain
Gnocchi. You will end your day visiting Dobbiaco Lake on the border between two mountain parks, another natural wonder. After a walk around the lake it is time to go back
to the hotel. Enjoy the rest of the evening and dinner at leisure. 

Day 4
After a typical breakfast and a relaxing walk in Cortina center, you’ll meet your driver and go back to Venice. 

4 Days / 3 nights

premium
FULLY GUIDED tour



Cortina, Hotel Europa

Details
Departure dates: customizable all year round
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Overnights: Cortina
Hotel: 4-star classic or boutique 
Departure: Venice train station

Inclusions
3 nights in a 4-star hotel (including accommodation taxes) BB formula; tour
guide; private transportation; 3 breakfasts at the hotel; 2 light lunch; 1 italian
aperitivo; Private Lake Misura and Tre Cime di Lavaredo full-day tour; Private
Lake Braies and Dobbiaco full-day tour; Concierge service

Exclusions
International roundtrip airfare; travel insurance; transportation to the trip’s
starting point; activities not included; hotel incidentals including room
service, laundry service and hotel bar tabs; food and beverage not included

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

2.390 €

1.950 €

1.790 €

1.690 €

The keyword of this amazing experience 
is bollicine (bubbles)!

price per person based on double occupancy

DOLOMITES MOUNTAIN AND LAKES TOUR



WAYS Srl Sb
Vicolo Carmelitani Scalzi 14B, 37122 Verona, Italy
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Tour operator licensed by Veneto Region n° 132604/20
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